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This February, I will be taking on the Gaming Challenge to help raise money for Cancer Research UK. Every penny makes a huge difference to essential cancer research so please help me take my fundraising at the next level and show your support with a donation to my page. That, at some point it touched us all, whether it's family or
friends and helping me and 1000 of the gamers raise what we can to help this February would be amazing. This February, I will be taking on the Gaming Challenge to help raise money for Cancer Research UK. Every penny makes a huge difference to essential cancer research so please help me take my fundraising at the next level and
show your support with a donation to my page. By Tanya Watkins you can play games on your computer without wasting a cent. Several websites are dedicated to offering free pc games. Some of the games offered are experiments before you buy, while others are completely free. Download-Free-Games.com offers many classic games
to download. Family Feud, Monopoly, S pleaser, Bejeweled, Life and Risk are some games on offer. This site offers a wide range of categories including card games, board games, child games, puzzles, racing games, simulations, war games and strategy and puns. The site suggests games are completely free or free trials of games you
can purchase. Free trials allow you to try the game for a limited time or have some locked features. They require you to buy the game to continue playing or unlock some features. No adware or spyware has been reported from the site, which offers more than 800 games. Net-Games.biz offers free games to download, as well as web-
based games, a players club and multiplayer games. The site's offering of free games includes action, arcade, racing and puzzle games. It lists players with high scores, the 10 most popular games and IDs of new users. Yahoo offers a large selection of web-based games, which don't require downloads, for adults and children. Yahoo!
also offers free games that can be downloaded to your PC - some in free trials. Yahoo! offers sports games and education for children. Bio also includes arcade games, tickets and holidays. If your child gets bored with games easily and is always looking to play something new, let Yahoo! To try. If your child loves everything Disney,
consider the Disney website. Most games include Disney characters. They include Hannah Montana Rock that beat, Tink's fairy tag, Baye's Adventures, Pixie Hollow and Zake and Luther's Donut Run. Sign up with a Disney account to access these favorites. Will the iPad really change the game? If history is any indication, it's a good bet
the iPad will dramatically affect advertising as the iPod and iTunes changed the game for music. At first glance, Apple's highly anticipated iPad looks like just a larger, more colorful version of the iPhone. Not much That is, until you consider the iPad's improved iBook app reader that displays beautifully on the iPad's big screen. Then add a
fully integrated new iBooks store that is backed by heavyweight advertising Penguin, HarperCollins, Simon & Schuster, Macmillan and Hachette Book Group.Clear, apple sees the iPad as a game changer in the emerging e-reader market and perhaps even a savior for the battle publishing industry. We think the iPad is going to be a very
popular e-reader not only for bestsellers but also for textbooks, Apple ceo Steve Jobs told the available audience gathered in San Francisco.More than just an e-reader, the iPad is a well-rounded media device for web browsing, emailing, sharing photos, watching video, listening to music and games. It's easy to type in its large touch
keyboard. Apple will also sell a docking station with a keyboard attached to it. It's much more intimate than a laptop and is much more capable than a smartphone with its amazing screen, says Jobs. Here's a quick count of the specs: half an inch thick, 1.5 pounds, 9.7 inches, 16GB to 64GB flash storage, WiFi, BlueTooch, 10-hour battery
life, A4 chip. The iPad comes in two flavors, Wi-Fi only and Wi-Fi and 3G (with AT&amp;A) T). Consumers of the iPad 3G will not have to sign a contract and can choose from two plans: 250 MB per month for $14.99, unlimited data for $29.99. Apple took the air out of any sticker shock for the iPad itself: $499 for a 16GB unit, $599 for
32GB and $699 for 64GB, with an additional $130 for 3G units. Most industry watchers predicted the cost to be near $1,000.The iPad is positioned as a game changer for advertising, evident by the New York Times playing a prominent role during the iPad. And the iPad will probably play a supporting role as The New York Times moves to
a paid content model next year. For books, the iPad uses the popular open book epub format. CourseSmart, which provides 8,800 e-textbooks to students using the iPhone app, said it intends to release an iPad app in late March that will take advantage of the iPad's larger screen size. But a game-changer is a pretty sublime title,
especially for a product that isn't necessarily groundbreaking. That is, tablets have been around for some time, and to a lesser degree, so are e-readers. Amazon Kindle and Sonie Reader were the first to make a splash, followed by plenty of e-readers at this year's CES expo in Las Vegas. We don't see the iPad as a big game changer,
much less on the corporate front, says Rebecca Ottman, an analyst at Nucleus Research. What we have is a kindle of paint - a Kindle for dolls - at a higher price point. Moreover, given what happened to the music industry, says Waterman, the mulls should be a little wary of Apple. What about big-name publishers who support the iPad?
They're a little desperate, is she? Given Apple's string of successes against conventional wisdom, backed by exploding quarters within deafening economic times, it's simply impossible to bet against Apple right now. Apple has a great vision. Still not convinced? Here are five things Apple has taught us in the past year and how the iPad
might play into them:1. iPhone: Real game changer Larry Allison Pooh bear tech innovation in Silicon Valley a few years ago. Well, Mr. Ellison, this is alive and well, thank you very much. Furthermore, the tech world doesn't turn on a purchase or two or a dozen. One company like Apple can still innovate from within and move markets.
iPad take: The iPod app and iTunes Store changed music for college-age kids. With the iBook app and iBook store, the iPad tracks the same model. Now, college-age kids will be able to get their music and textbooks on the same device.2 Touch: Can you type? The jury is in: touchscreens work. Just a few years ago, touchscreens were
more novelty than anything else – but the iPhone changed all that. Before the iPhone, the global market for Pro Cap (the iPhone's touchscreen technology) was about $20 million, says Jeff Walker, product marketing manager at NextWindow, who make touchscreens. This year it's going to be around half a billion somewhere. iPad Take:
The biggest drawbacks to touchscreens is that it's hard for some people to type on a touch keyboard. Not so for Jobs, who says, the iPad is a dream to type on. With the iPad, though, Apple covered its bases by delivering an iPad docking station that has a hardware keyboard.3. Detail: ConsumerNote's power to IT team: You lose again.
Apple has shown that consumers count more than you do. And they will continue to bring Apple products, connect to your network and then call for support when they need it - and you will do it. Also, don't expect a lot of corporate support from Apple now or in the future. iPad take: How often should knowledge workers read documents,
articles, manuals? Maybe they should watch instructional videos. Or maybe they were scribbling notes at home when inspiration hit them, and they should bring those notes to work. The iPad will slowly make its way through the back door of corporations.4. App Store: Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery not only has a crop of iPhone
competitors hit the market recently, the bigger surprise is the number of App Store imitations. Apple has changed the way people see and buy software. She single-handedly earned a multibillion-dollar market for mobile apps. Gartner says consumers will invest $6.7 billion in mobile app stores this year, more than 4.2 billion last year.
Furthermore, this trend will continue to nearly $30 billion in the 2013.iPad take: It's true, the tables are turned for the iPad. During the iPad party coming out, Apple flashed a photo of Kindle, and Jobs said, Amazon has done a great job with their reader and we're standing on their shoulders here. But the e-reader market is still very new,
with many e-readers announced just a few weeks ago at CES. Apple isn't late to the party, says Manish Rathi, co-founder of Retrevo, a consumer electronics shopping site.5. Money: Apple's quarter-by-quarter blockbuster, Apple has shown that consumers will spend the top dollar for tricked tech candy despite being at its worst economic
slump in recent history with one in 10 Americans out of a job. Earlier this week, Apple recorded its highest revenue and earnings of all time, $15.68 billion and $3.38 billion respectively. During the quarter, Apple sold 8.7 million iPhones and 3.36 million Macs.The iPad take: Rathi says his surveys show that Apple needs to reach a $600
price point to maximize unit sales and convert PC consumers into an Apple product. To the surprise of many, the iPad reached $100 less than that. Will the iPad change another game for advertising and reading? Maybe, maybe not. But history shows Steve Jobs is in his 100th game, and Apple is on its way. Hot player with the hottest
hand. In Texas hold them talking, we call it aces in the pocket. Tom Kenschage is a senior writer CIO.com Silicon Valley. Send him an e-tkaneshige@cio.com. Or follow him on Twitter @kaneshige. Follow all the CIO.com on @CIOonline. Rights © 2010 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc.
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